MASCOTS or PETS ON OUR WARSHTIPS

One of the most interesting objects aboard the great warships is the mascot or pet that goes along with the commander of the warship. These mascots or pets are of all sorts and sizes, some large, others small, but they all have one thing in common: they are the pet of the commander of the ship. These mascots are usually pets of the officers, and they are often found in the engine room or in the crew's quarters. They are often seen riding on the deck of the ship, or being carried around by the crew. These mascots are usually very friendly and are often seen playing with the crew or simply relaxing in the sun. They are a symbol of the spirit of the ship and are often seen as a symbol of the ship's good luck. The mascots or pets are often given special privileges, such as being allowed to ride in the officers' pajamas or being allowed to sit in the captain's chair. They are often seen as a symbol of the ship's good luck and are often given special privileges, such as being allowed to ride in the officers' pajamas or being allowed to sit in the captain's chair. They are often seen as a symbol of the ship's good luck and are often given special privileges, such as being allowed to ride in the officers' pajamas or being allowed to sit in the captain's chair. They are often seen as a symbol of the ship's good luck and are often given special privileges, such as being allowed to ride in the officers' pajamas or being allowed to sit in the captain's chair.